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   Autism was a rare diagnosis before the 1970's. Sadly, the number of new human 
beings now labeled with 'autistic' has climbed--now about one in sixty-five of U. $. 
children get this 'diagnosis.' We can see this. But what is not seen? Can anyone see 
which of the children just missed this diagnosis? Nobody counts the countless human-
hours consumed providing care--why are the caregivers invisible? All the children who 
aren't as smart, strong, or healthy as they might have been are also invisible. Unseen is 
the human potential lost forever in every affected child. Any bell curve ensures that 
more just-misses exist than the tail-of-the-curve worst outcomes. Whatever this 
invisible number, it means too many children--U $ CHILDREN--are forever diminished. 
Other people's human potential is sacrificed for profit.

Temporal trend in autism compared to temporal trend in cumulative amount of 
postnatal aluminum adjuant administered to U. S. children by 18 months of age.

http://www.ehjournal.net/content/13/1/73   



   There are other stories of unseen causes that should be told (asthma and obesity and 
craziness and cancer) ...

In 1978, a tiny bit over two percent, plus . In 1996, a tiny bit over twelve percent. 
Seems like headline news to me! 

Whoever acquires the US data changed their standards mid-year in 1996.
Why did they do that, I don't wonder?



    The above graph (and the next two as well) come from R. Whitaker's excellent book 
Anatomy of an Epidemic. 



The silence of the M$M is deafening... 



In the graph above, please think of the children who aren't in the data (besides the 
incarcerated, the homeless, and the institutionalized). Please think of those 'young 

adults' who can function at a reduced level. Once innocent children, never to be what 
they could have been... their bodies damaged by bad food, their brains damaged by 

various chemicals, their minds filled with mental noise delivered via super-stimuli 
sound 'n light boxes--dumbed-down forever.





   The unseen are the people only slightly poisoned by tainted air, water, and food; 
unseen is the damage caused by repeated doses of tiny amounts of thousands of 
different man-made chemicals and radioactive atoms (until it is too late). By merely 
looking, it is impossible to tell which humans never found a quiet place to think or a 
reason to read. Those who have had their brains chained by the M$M can look awake 
and aware. 
   Unseen are the multitudes of modern brains that should be every bit as good as a 
one-in-a-million Socrates or Einstein--despite more than seven billion lottery tickets. 
   Just as humans cannot see the ocean of air that they live in (hopefully), they do not 
see the system they live in--one that rewards some humans when other humans make 
mistakes. A society that allows for-profit prisons, corporate banking, and a medical 
system that thrives when many human beings are diseased and damaged is itself 
damaged. The symptoms are visible, but the vampire squid tentacles inside puppet 
politicians are as unseen as ©☢rp$€g☣v can make them. Unseen are a few powerful 
people with minds and money bent on preventing many humans from intellectual or 
artistic excellence. The potential of our children is invisibly thrown on a dark altar and 
sacrificed to the god of maximizing profits. In the name of molloch and mammon, the 
sword of superstimuli TV is sharpened by 'marketing' and swung by non-ethical 
masters of high-tech psych--invisibly.
   Mammon is always hungry--our 'money' can be piled infinitely high in a computer.
   The Powers That Be are not predators, because the gazelles know they are 
temporarily safe after the lion makes a kill. In contrast, corp-culters seek abstractions 
like 'power' and 'money,' and there's always 'free' financial storeage in the compu-
abstractions called 'bank accounts.'

   If that's not train-wreck enough, there is yet more unseen--where is the metaphorical 
ladder that we could use to climb out of this corporate soul-hole? I DON'T KNOW. 
[Find constructive work to do that benefits real people but not abstractions like 
'shareholder value' and stay away from moneywhores and don't be what we see in an 
enemy and nobody can stand being laughed at by lots of humans and try to know the 
difference between 'science' and $¢¥€₦¢€ and watch where the money goes and 
seek wisdom (your inheritance).]
   It is written that nobody knows and that nobody would see it coming, but I can assure 
you it is not true that nobody knows what to do. Any time you hear a human implying 
that nobody is smarter than they are, you know you are listening to a pompous fool--
those standards are too low. We can do better. Let's seek the invisible.



Metaphorically, CorpCult put a huge hammer in that man's hands.
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